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International pet product expert PetSafe® Brand has announced even more product choices in its
popular Easy Walk® Harness and EasySport ranges.

Pet owners will now be able to buy the Easy Walk® Harness in the new Raspberry pink colour
as well as the new addition to the range, the Easy Walk® Deluxe Harness.

Coming in Ocean Blue and boasting a neoprene lining and reflective technology, the Easy
Walk® Deluxe Harness, like the Easy Walk® Harness, has been designed to gently discourage
dogs from pulling. Its unique front-chest lead attachment helps the owner take control and
redirect a dog’s attention if necessary. Unlike other harnesses, the Easy Walk® and Easy
Walk® Deluxe Harness do not cause coughing, gagging or choking as the chest strap rests low
across the breastbone, whilst the four adjustment points provide maximum comfort for dogs.
Easy Walk® Deluxe is available in sizes Small to Large and the Easy Walk® is available in
sizes Extra Small to Extra Large.
The EasySport Harness is now available in Blue, Red, Apple Green and Pink, as well as the
original colour Black. In addition to the new colours a new size, Extra Small, has been added to
the existing Small, Medium and Large, allowing walks with dogs of any size to be enjoyable and
stress free.

Designed to make dog walking a fun and relaxing experience for both owners and dogs, the
EasySport Harness is fully adjustable and padded throughout to ensure a comfortable fit for
dogs of all sizes and breeds. Two quick snap buckles allow for easy fit and removal, and the dog
lead can be simply clipped to the top of the harness. For extra safety there is a top handle – ideal
in unpredictable situations where owners may need an extra degree of reassurance.

International Marketing Director at PetSafe® Brand, Angela Critchley said: “The new additions
mean even more choice for pet owners. Both products are ideal for making everyday walks
relaxing and safe and have been carefully designed to be comfortable for our customers’ pets.”
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For further information please contact International Marketing Director, Angela Critchley,
tel: +44 (0)7899 663319 or visit www.petsafe.net

About PetSafe® Brand
PetSafe® Brand is a global pet product expert with its headquarters in Knoxville, Tennessee.
Wide-ranging innovative products are available across the PetSafe® portfolio including training,
containment, lifestyle and wellbeing product solutions. Visit www.petsafe.net for further details or
connect on Facebook or Twitter.

